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Teachers
begin vote
on pay hike
BY JEFF MADSEN
News editor

ddam Hussein announced
sday that Iraq had added
er missile to its arsenal, and
id it could be launched "ast the targets of evil when the
of reckoning comes."
e Iraqi leader made it clear
as referring to Israel and the
-led forces massed in Saudi
ia to deter further Iraqi
ssion following the invasion
uwait.
q has other missiles that can
el hundred s of miles and it
not clear what the signifiof a new one would be.
addam appeared to use the
asion to try to exploit the
s Monday of 19 Palestinians
rusalem to whip up support
·s seizure of Kuwait.
.S. armed forces radio took to
airwaves Tuesday with live
adcasts, and rock 'n' roll
across the Saudi desert.
e first song on Desert Shield
twork FM 107 brought the
ps a little closer to home Clash's "Rock The Casbah"
ta fight over "boogie sound"
traditional Middle Eastern
Pentagon said the Navy conto search for eight Marines
two helicopters disappeared
day over the North Arabian
escue teams located debris
one of the aircraft on Mon, but no bodies.
Marines released the names
missing servicemen Tuesday,
a Marines spokeswoman in
·ngton declined to say whethmen are presumed dead.

It's like they're caught between a rock and a hard place.
Although the majority of
Eastern faculty members aren't
pleased with a 2 percent salary
hike , they conceded Tuesday
there's not much they can do
about it - other than ratify a settlement the faculty union ironed
out earlier this month with the
Board of Governors , Eastern' s
governing body.
"'I think the salary raise is disgraceful, but the union negotiating team did the best they could
under the conditiqns," said DaERIC FULTZ/Associate photo editor
vid Raybin, an associate profesSigma Chi member Robert Langley and Alpha Gamma Delta member Sarah Owens receh>e applause Tuesday
in the Union after being crowned as this year's Homecoming king anq queen.
sor of English.
Eastern faculty, who have
been the lowest paid in the state
throughout the last decade, will
likely remain in the ranks of the
"It's an honor to represent my house and Eastern."
BY PAM MILLER
Staff writer
More than 1,600 people voted in the .erection, said
lowest paid for another year as
Dan Barrett, Homecoming coordinator. He added the
Gov. James Thompson and the
Excitement and tension filled the air as the names voter participation is a reflection of the entire
Illinois General Assembly have
of this year's Homecoming king and queen were Homecoming week's success.
continually failed to fund higher
"The rain messed us up a little bit," he said, "but
announced in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
education at requested levels.
now we are really starting to get into it. Surprisingly
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The 2 percent base raise that
Robert Langley and Sarah Owens are Eastern's we have not had any problems yet."
all faculty members will receive
Following the week's completion, Barrett said
new king and queen with Holly Points and Russ
falls below the cost of living (4
Regentz completing the court as freshmen attendants. he plans to enjoy some rest and relaxation. Until
percent) and the rate of inflation
"I'm really excited and surprised," Owens, a mem- that time, however, Homecoming activities are
(6.8 percent), which means that
ber of Alpha Gamma Delta, said following the cere- scheduled for the rest of the week as follows:
faculty
are actually voting on a
•
Fun
Gl;lmes,
3-5
p.m.
Wednesday
in
the
Grand
mony. "I was not expecting to win. I want to thank
pay cut for this year rather than a
everyone including all my sisters."
Ballroom.
pay raise.
Points, also member of Alpha Gamma Delta, said • Bonfire and pep rally, 8-10 p.m. Thursday at
"One of the problems is that
she is still overcoming the shock of being nominated. Lawson{faylor courts.
I'm not sure the negotiation ever
"It's great," she said between hugs from sorority sis- • Greek step show, 7 p.m. Friday in the
University Ballroom.
touches the General Assembly,"
ters. "Thanks Alpha Gamma Delta."
Langley, a member of Sigma Chi fraternity, also •Homecoming parade, 9:30 a.m. Saturday.
said John Guzlowski, an associate
thanked his chapter for its support. "All my support • Football game, 2 p.m. Saturday at O'Brien
professor in English. "It has
Stadium.
came from my brothers and my friends," he said.
become too easy for the governor
Regentz, a member of Delta Tau Delta, said the • Homecoming dance, 8 p.m. Saturday in the
and the General Assembly to
crowning was "absolutely unbelievable" and that Grand Ballroom.
ignore education."
The salary package that union
members have until Oct. 22 to
vote on includes additional equity increments for faculty memlarge stable governmental work heading into a recession," Smith billion, is based on the assump- bers, which are based on the
tion Congress passes the $40 bil- amount of time they have taught
said.
force.
A large contributor to this, lion reduction package that cur- at the university.
Eastern economics instructor Hal
Nordin agreed, saying "We're Smith says, is the current aggre- rently faces them.
The newest faculty members
Smith says many economists will receive a .75 percent equity
(Eastern) the biggest factory in gate demand, or total spending
reductions by individuals, com- expect the deficit to climb to increase and those who have
town which keeps operating."
$300 billion.
Unlike many communities, panies and the government.
been here the longest will re"We're in a catch-22," Smith ceive a maximum equity inIn such a case, a factory would
that depend on manufacturers
for employment, Charleston has have to adjust to demand, cutting said.
crease of 1.75 percent.
Another problem the country
a university which provides production and forcing it to layTraditional bonuses for profaces is the $3.4 trillion national
employment opportunities and off workers, he said.
motions, degree completions,
"This situation would then debt, which is a direct result of
eco nomic support, Nordin
and faculty excellence will all be
have a snowball effect," Smith approximately 10 years of deficit
added.
funded at the same levels as last
The fact the national unem- added. because unemployed spending, about $·200 billion a
year.
ployment figure is up, recent workers would then have to cut year more than the government
With all of the bonuses and
slow economic growth, and other individual spending, thus creating collects in taxes.
equity
increments combined
To
pay
for
its
over-expenditures,
occurring factors suggest that our a greater decrease in demand and
the government borrows money with the 2 percent base increase,
more lost jobs.
nation has fallen into a recession.
The normal approach for stabi- from bond holders which tradition- union officials estimate that
Allen Smith, also an Eastern
economics instructor, said on the lizing a national recession is for ally for the most part have been by senior-ranking Eastern teachers
national scale, unemployment has the government to cut taxes and Americans. But more and more for- . will receive about a 3.8 percent
gone up three consecutive increase government spending. eign countries, mainly Japan, have raise this year.
"If you add it up, the most
months, something that has not But instead, the government is been purchasing bonds, about $150
billion a year.
occurred since the recession of planning to do the opposite.
senior (faculty members) will
"The whole situation is scary,"
The national deficit, estimated
1981 -82.
"As a nation we are clearly by the federal government. $254 Smith said.
•Continued on page 2

Eastern's king .and queen crowned

astern helps keep local jobs afloat
hough it seems the state is
ning in a sea of unemployt, a crucial life-preserver,
tern Illinois University, is
ing Coles County afloat.
he U.S. Bureau of Labor
istics announced last Friday
state 's seasonally adjusted
e of unemployed civilian
kers for Sept. was 1.5 percent
her than the national average

5.7.
owever, according to individcounty statistics for August,
unemployment rate for Coles
unty, 5.8 percent, was .5 pert lower than the state's avere and only .4 percent above the
tional.
Tom Hefferen, of the Illinois
partment of Employment
urity, attributes the county's
w unemployment figure to its
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Senate wants texts purchased CAA still approving
BY RYAN CUNNINGHAM
Staff writer

The Faculty Senate voted unanimously Tuesday
to draft and send a letter to Eastern President Stan
Rives asking him to change the current textbook
rental system to one where students would buy their
books.
The senate's Textbook Rental Service Committee
passed out a report recommending the following
changes be implemented:
• The graduate school be dropped from the rental
system beginning in fall 199 l.
• Rental for undergraduate courses be restricted in
fall 199 l to a single textbook for each course and
that faculty have the option to require students to
make supplemental purchases through the
University Bookstore or other retail outlets.
• Textbook rental for undergraduate courses be discontinued beginning in fall 1992.
• Outside professional opinions be sought on the
number, type and locations of retail outlets.
Senate committee members William Addison,
Edward Marlow and Richard Sylvia analyzed the
data collected in the spring 1990 Textbook Rental
Survey that compared rental systems at institutions
similar to Eastern. They also studied the 1982
Textbook Rental Service report to come up with the
senate's recommendations.
The 1982 study compared the cost effectiveness
of Eastern's rental system and the textbook purchase

methods at other universities.
"There is probably no clear cut economic advantage to either system," said David Buchanan, 1982
TRS committee chair.
"The two systems should not therefore be judged
on economic criteria."
The committee's report said the faculty's dissatisfaction with the current rental service has increased
to approximately 75 percent, with the majority calling for a system modification or elimination.
Another 60 percent believe the Textbook Rental
Service has had negative academic costs since the
1982 study.
When asked if the Faculty Senate had considered
how the student's felt about a change in textbook
rental, Sylvia said that the Student Senate should
address the issue.
In other business Tuesday, although discussion
Wl\lS put off until next week's Il_leeting, figures in a
report from John Flynn, financial aid director,
showed how many tuition waivers were granted, as
well as, the grant-in-aid budget for 1990-199 l.
The report showed that of the 25.4 tuition waivers
granted at Eastern each year, 193 went to athletics,
while the remaining 61 waivers went to one graduate and six undergraduate academic and extracurricular ar~as.
And of the $565,850 in grant-in-aid awards, only
$145,850 goes to nine departments other than athletics, while athletes receive an overwhelming
$420,000 of the scholarship pie.

Alumna outlines education troubles

courses for 1991-9
BY SUSAN THOMAS
Administration editor

With five weeks left to go,
Eastern's Council on Academic
Affairs came close to completing
the discussion of courses which
would fall under the cultural
experience section of the university's new general education
program.
"There's just three more
courses that we will probably
hear," said Larry Bates, an economics professor who chairs the
CAA. "Then we'll have a straw
poll and later a final vote."
The council has until Nov. 18
to vote on courses that would
fall under the new general education program.
The council, which has been
moving at a rate of one segment
every two weeks, has four segments left to go.
Council members may have to
put off hearing course proposals
at Thursday's meeting because

of another deadline.
"We have tentatively plann
that Oct. 15 is the last day thin
can be passed by CAA that go i
the catalog," Bates said.
While course proposals wi
be heard for the next mont
changes for requirements i
some majors will take priority
the council's next meeting.
Another priority is a vote t
would affect Eastern 's Lumpk"
College of Business. The colle
is ~sking that students not maj
ing in business be restricted ·
the number of business cour
they can take.
Nevertheless, the hold on t
general education program
progress hasn't changed t
council's determined attitude.
"We're going to have enou
of the general education cour
done that students who ent
during the fall of 199 l will
able to begin the general edu
tion program," Bates said.

I

BY LORI BAKER
Staff writer

The levels of education range
from primary and secondary to
higher, but Illinois' deputy director of education contended the
priority placed on most of those
levels is anything but high.
Brenda Holmes, the board's
deputy director and an Eastern
alumna, outlined the problems
_and possible solutions to education's shortcomings for about 100
, '1}empers of Charleston's Rotary
crub Tuesday at the Rathskellar
Balcony.
"If there is a higher education,
then there is a lower education,"
Holmes said.
Most state school districts
spend between $2 ,000 and
$10,000 for each child. However,
most of the school districts also
believe that's not enough to adequately provide for students,

Holmes said.
To change that outlook,
· Holmes said the State Board of
Education is trying to persuade
the General Assembly to augment
the state budget by a $2.4-million
line item which would provide
grant funding for school districts.
Through the board's plan,
school districts would be able to
initiate new programs through the
grant fund as well as provide programs for different student age
groups . Those programs should
offer alternatives for students who
lack motivation by providing
adult classes, courses at junior
colleges and vocational courses.
A third funding option for the
districts awarded grants would
encourage the districts and businesses to work together. "Education and business need to continue to work together," Holmes
said.
Financial woes aren't the only

problems facing education.
Holmes said school district evaluations should adopt tougher standards. The evaluation system
hasn ' t been changed in the state
in 50 years and "tells us nothing
about what the children are learning," she explained.
Instead, it is more important to
find out how much the children
are learning rather than how much
"seat time" the students spend in
each discipline, Holmes said.
And the district report cards,
which are issued Oct. 31, are not
sufficient forms of evaluation ,
either, she said. The report cards
are designed to give parents and
community members an overview
of the district.
"To be honest, you can't read
it. I don't think the report card has
done what it was designed to do,"
said Holmes, who received her
bachelors degree in education
from Eastern.

Faculty
•From page 1

get about 3.8 percent and the
others will get below that," said
Mitch Vogel, president of the
University Professionals of
Illinois.
"I certainly like negotiating for
a l 0 percent increase, but I like
this contract because it establishes the equity increments."
The equity increments are
meant to alleviate salary compression, a phenomenon that
occurs when a new faculty
member is hired in at a salary
equal or above that of someone
with several years of experience . It has been cited by

administrators and faculty
members alike as one of the
major problems with Eastern's
current salary structure.
Although only 25
Eastern ' s 550 faculty members
attended a Tuesday meeting
with UPI officials aeout the
contract, Vogel believes that
reflects satisfaction among faculty concerning the tentative
pact.
"We have found that when
people like the contract, no one
comes out," Vogel said. "The
contract will probably ratify, if
not, we'll have to go back to the
bargaining table."

Wednesday at

~sarty's
75¢ Large Drafts
99¢ Brats .
Tonite: Thick'n'Cheezy
pizza by the slice... $1.25
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ush backs away
rom tax-rate trade
WASHINGTON (AP) - Prest Bush appeared to open the
r Tuesday to higher income
es on the wealthy as part of a
get compromise but later abanthat strategy under pressure
Republican senators, senators
officials said.
The quick turnabout came after
h met with GOP senators and
told not to try to trade lower
pital gains taxes, which he
ts, for higher income taxes on
wealthiest Americans, which
rats want.
Bush initially voiced a new
·ness to bargain with congresnal Democrats on the long. ive tax issue after signing a
porary spending bill that
ed a three-day government
tciown. The agreement gives
gress until Oct. 19 to come up
a new $500 billion, five-year
cit-reduction package.
t a morning news conference,
had said - for the first time
could accept higher income
es on affluent taxpayers "at
e level" if it were coupled
a reduction in capital-gains
. However, Republican lead-

ers warned Bush away from that
idea.
After a late-afternoon meeting
between Bush and GOP lawmakers, Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore.,
said, "We all put up our hands
and said, 'no deal on (tax) rates at
all.' He (Bush) just acquiesced in
it." Capital gains, which are profits from the sale of assets such as
houses or corporate stock, currently are taxed at the same rate
as ordinary income. The administration has argued that a lower tax
rate would stimulat~ the eco~
my; Democrats have countered
that most of the benefits would go
to the wealthy.
Although he declined to discuss details at the news conference, Bush had clearly indicated
he could support a compromise
coupling higher taxes on the
wealthiest Americans in exchange
for the cut in capital-gains tax
rates that he has long sought.
"That's on the table . That's
been talked about.. And if it's
proper, if it can be worked in
proper balance between the capital gains rate and income tax
changes, fine," Bush said.

ERIC FULTZ/Associate photo editor

Quagmire quarterbacks
Keith Valentino and Darrell Maynard enjoy Tuesday afternoon's weather by playing a game of mud football
on the South Quad.

EA funding debate may affect collegiate art
TONY CAMPBELL

Robert Mapplethorpe will never know the
t his photographs have played in the
t over the limits of artistic freedom - but
recent decision by a Cincinnati court is
a small battle in the long-running war.
veral attacks on the National Endowt of the Arts - the federal agency which
ts funds to artistic performance groups
institutions - have led.to heated debates
Congress, not to mention the outcry heard
members of the artistic community.
Many legislators are calling for either
ter regulations on the group or reduced
·ng. Some have called for the abolisht of the organization.
Peter Spooner, assistant director of the
inois State University Art Gallery, said
school's art program relies heavily on
funding, adding that about 30 percent
e funds are from the federal agency.
"It's very substantial," he said. "Most of
funding comes from outside sources."
Without the funds, Spooner said the
·tution would be forced to seek funding
corporate sponsors, which could place
re restrictions on the content of the
ws.
Other groups, such as the National
dowment of the Humanities , the
tional Gallery of Art and the Institute for
seum Services, also are included in the
ropriations bill and are in danger of

''

The question of what's obscene is the issue.
·

reduced funding.

Michael Watts

''About 80 pment of NEA funds go

The House last week approved $180 million for NEA spending for the year. The
agency provides about $5 million in funding a year for Illinois institutions.
The question of restricting the NEA was
introduced by Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., in
July of 1989, by calling for an amendment
to the Senate appropriations bill that forbids funds used for "obscene or indecent"
material which denigrates a particular religion or non-religion.
Michael Watts, director of Eastern 's
Tarble Arts Center, said that though there
wouldn't be much impact on the art's center from funding, many of the shows that
Tarble presents are funded by NEA. "It
could have a rippling effect," he said.
Watts said he is preparing to apply for
NEA funds to help pay for future endeavors.
The NEA consists of a committee that
reviews grant applications submitted to the
group. The committee then will make recommendations, which are approved by the
group's chair, who is a presidential
appointee.

directly to the artists or institutions, and 20
percent goes to state art agencies. In the
compromise bill, the amount of funds for
the state arts agencies would be raised from
35 percent over three years.
The Illinois Arts Council receives much
of the state alloted funds, and distributes
the money further.
One stipulation in the House's compromise
plan is that if a jury finds a certain display
violates Supreme Court standards regarding
obscenity, the artist or institution that
received the grant will be forced to repay the
money and will be ineligible for another
grant.
"The question of what's obscene is the
issue," Watts said. In the Mapplethorpe
case, the show progressed without incident
in Chicago and didn't come under fire until
the photographs were shown in Cincinnati.
Dennis Barrie, director of Cincinnati' s
Contemporary Art Center, was brought up
on criminal charges for allegedly pandering
in obscenity, but was cleared Friday when
a jury found the photos as having artistic

merit.
Another stipulation proposed includes
making grant recipients sign a statement
which includes a clause stating that they
won't display anything obscene.
While Watts said he wouldn't sign any
such statement, Spooner said he would
agree to the measure, but wouid cross out
the statement pertaining to obscenity, as: a
form of protest.
Throughout the nation, art groups have
begun protesting any cuts or restrictions to
the NEA. The Illinois Arts Alliance has
been promoting a letter-writing campaign
to draw attention to the NEA's plight.
"It' s been going very well," said Leane
Yalkansas, executive director of the arts
alliance. The group has distributed about
400,000 post cards and letters to be sent to
Illinois senators and congressmen. Along
with the letter-writing campaign, the group
staged a protest in Chicago which drew
5,000 participants.
Spooner said his institution has distributed about 1,200 post' cards and students
have been stopping in to find out about the
problem. "I think awareness is pretty high
here on campus," he said.
He said much of the NEA money he
receives goes toward printing and distribution
of publications advertising shows and events.
Steve Baker, press officer for the Illinois
Humanities Council, said the organization,
which helps fund projects throughout the
state, receives about $700,000 in NEA aid.

Senate may cha Ilenge
AB computer .decision
BY ANITA MAIELLA
Staff writer

The Student Senate will tackle
the question of whether it has
jurisdiction to overturn Apportionment Board's decision rejecting a computer purchase by the
University Board.
UB requested $7, 170.30 to buy
a Macintosh computer to help
improve the promotion of events,
but AB de ni ed the reque st
Monday night.
"The big question is whether or
not senate can vote on something
that AB rejected," said Student
Bod y P res ide nt D a n Riordan .
"The problem is tl)~t i_t h_as neyer
happened in the past."

Riordan said he would be consulting with David Milberg, director of student activities, and Joan
Gossett, AB's adviser, to find out
what exactly the senate can do . .
Steve Macaluso, senate's chief
of staff, said, "As far as I know
we can decide whether or not we
agree with AB's decision."
In other business, senate is planning to place yellow ribbon on campus trees to display Eastern support
for servicemen in Saudi Arabia.
Four stude nts were sent to
Saudi Arabia and eight others ar...
on call, Macaluso said. He added,
"The purpose is to have the student body be aware that students
are out in Saudi Arabi~ _s.upp9rt
ing the United States."

•
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Politicians aren't being representative

o!~; Eastern News

Thank God our leaders in
Washington are smart enough to
agree on a budget compromise
that won't shut down the federal
government.
And it's too bad they were
stupid enough to allow a daylong government shutdown In the
first place.
Late Monday evening, the U.S.
Senate approved a new budget
package that averted a govern- Jeff
ment shutdown that had already Madsen
closed national parks and inevitably, would have trimmed the workload of agencies
such as NASA, the FBI, the Federal Aviation Administration and the Food and Drug Administration.
Since Congress had not approved a budget by Oct. 1,
the beginning of the government's new fiscal year,
President Bush ordered the shutdown of all non~essential
government parks and agencies because, theoretically,
no money existed to maintain them.
As a result, any average American family that had
packed the station wagon and set out for a three-day trek
to Yellowstone Park would have driven up to the main
gate to find it dosed.
And any eighth-grade class that had spent a year
selling M &. M's so they could take a field trip to
Washington D.C. would have pulled their bus to the front
of the White House to find it dosed.
The dosure definitely sent a message, although it was
a materialized one, that the United States was on the
verge of a terrible financial crisis. That can't be denied.
Although It has taken Congress 10 years to figure it out,
the federal deficit Is worse than It's ever been and each
day we spin deeper and deeper into recession.
But trying to convince us that the government needed
to be shut down because there was no money to support

OPINION
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Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Procrastination
shouldn't typify
voter's decision
There's nothing like waiting until the last
minute to do something. Most of the time
when you ' wait and wait you have to
compromise.
just ask Congress. With time and money
running out Monday night, Congress finally
approved a $500 billion deficit-reduction
plan.
•
Senate resorted to a
voice vote to pass the
emergency bill Monday
night in order to allow the government to
oper-ate normally by Tuesday morning,
when federal workers returned to work after
the Columbus Day holiday.
- Congress now has until Oct. 19 to
complete the budget work. It hopes to be
done by then so that members can work on
their re-election campaigns.
Of course, they don't want to wait until
the last minute to work on their own
campaigns. That's the important stuff, right?
This whole waiting-until-the-last-minute
attitude has got to stop on the part of the
federal government. It's not accomplishing
anything except to continue the problems of
the nation. You can't pay off your debts if you
don't get ahead of the situation.
The government has a bad habit of not
acting on issues until it's too late to really do
good. It wants to wait until the situation is so
out of hand that it has to react instead of
taking the initiative with issues.
But as long as they get done in time for
their re-election campaigns, everything is
going to be OK, right? After all, most of
them will probably be re-elected and then
they can continue the same old habits.
Of course, voters have something to say
about this. Do you want this kind of government to continue? Or do you want the kind
of government that is on the ball? It's going
to up to you in a few weeks.
Don't do like the government does and
wait until the last minute. Research the
candidates you're voting for and make an
informed decision. Don't make a last minute
decision or the government is only going to
get worse.

it was absurd.
It all started in late September, when President Bu
went on national television and talked about the
most relevant issues our nation is facing right now:
Persian Gulf and the federal deficit. And Bush was v
dever In that speech.
I don't want to debunk the seriousness of the Pe
Gulf crisis, but Bush got us all stirred up about th
thinking maybe by striking a patriotic chord about
Persian Gulf crisis, we would put the federal deficit In
back of our minds. At the end of the speech, he charg
Congress with creating a five-year plan to trim $
billion from the federal deficit.
And they did it.
On Sept. 30, Bush and Congress compromised on
five-year package. It lndudes $ 134 billion in new
and shears $40 billion from this years deficit. To red
the deficit, you see, you have to raise taxes and
spending.
But that compromise didn't sit well with so
Congressmen who are up for election this year a
would have a difficult time justifying to their constitu
that Medicare and aid for farmers had been slashed.
So that compromise, which Bush approved of,
then voted down by Congress.
With Oct. 1 quickly approaching, Congress then
another dilemma. What could it do to keep govern
operating? It attempted to enact a spending stop and I
flex of political muscle - Bush vetoed it.
As a result, the government shut down. Congress
keep in mind, were hurt a little bit. Granted, they m
have been sweating a little, but they weren't really hu
But everyone else was, and thanks to thriftl
spending in the last decade, it's going to get a lot wo
I hardly call that representative.

- Jeff Madsen is the news editor and a reg
columnist !OrThe Dally Eastern News.

Editorial

TODAY'S
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Your Turn
Pride goes beyond
race and skin color

1--------------.
What this nation needs is
more unemployed politicians.
Edward Langley
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white and I have black friends,
probably more black friends than you
have white.
Why don't you get rid of your
black pride, which is just like Hitler's
white Aryan pride, and think about
human pride.
Maybe if there weren't people like
Wendell Hutson we wouldn't have
race riots. Oh, by the way Wendell, I
voted for George Bush because he
was qualified. Jesse Jackson wasn't
(No political experience). And I like
"In Living Color," "The Jeffersons"
and 'Theo Cosby Show." ·
I guess in Hutson's terms I don't
know my skin color.
Finally, it's not natural "walking
past each other without speaking"
referring to blacks. Yeah, and it's
natural for me to say 'hi' to every
white person I see. I'd never get to
dass. How does one act white or act
black? Human pride, not black pride.

we all wish the legislature w
fund increases at least equal
inflation, nevertheless to call
average increase of 3.8 perce
"pay cut" as Jeff Madsen did Tu
is just plain wrong.
It's also just plain wrong to
that Professor Lewis Coon will •
get a 2 percent pay raise next
I understand that reporters
editors find loud naysayers n
worthy, but as professional
training you have an obligatio
check the accuracy of your repo
Coon, like all members of
bargaining unit, will get a b
increase of 2 percent. But
tenured full professor with 25
service, he will also get eq
increases amounting to an additl
1.6 percent of his current salary
Thus, his increase will be 3.6 per
at minimum.
Additionally, if he has met
criteria for a professional adv
ment increase this year, he
receive another increase amoun
to 2. 7 percent. Thus, Coon co
receive an increase of as much as
percent.
UPI deserves the thanks of
and an apology from The D
Eastern News.

Dear editor:
This is in reply to Wendell
Hutson's column in the Oct. 4
edition of The Daily Eastern News.
I want to know are you, Wendell
Hutson, prejudice against whites? It
sure seems like it. It think it's great
when a white middle-class family
can give a loving home to a baby no
matter what color he or she is.
I think Hutson's problem is that he
sees things in black and white. Take
his point that "some blacks who
didn't know what Malcom X, Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. or Rosa Parks
are famous for." First. Malcom X was
a prejudice pig who wanted to use
violence to kill white people. Is that
what you want black children to
know and do, Wendell, hate whites?
Wendell, tell me, what black doesn't
know what King and Parks did? I'm
Dave John
white and I know.
Second, Wendell says some
people "walk around with out
recognizing (their) own race, it's
insulting." Not knowing your race?
Dear editor:
How stupid are we, Wendell?
The 3.8 percent salary settlement
Contrary to your belief, skin color negotiated by UPI and the BOG will
doesn't identify who you are. The give EIU and other BOG faculty a
more I read your artide, the more it higher average salary increase than
sounded like a black Ad9lf Hitler. any other Illinois public university
'And' no', l"m nt11:\:f'f11'~-bf;' ·l'>&Pt'tffi•'"if.!t~~\\~~~,,;..>-:...

Increase for salaries
t •t
t
no qui e correc

Carol Schm
Encrllsh de

_
f i_,, .._.~-•
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rea hotels filling for Parents Weekend
Trying to find a hotel room for
iting relatives on Parents
kend may prove to be almost
sible as nearly all Charleston
Mattoon hotels and motels are
ed solid.
owever, the Charleston Chamof Commerce is trying to give
"ting relatives a place to stay for
night with Operation Guest
"When all these parents flood
town, they don't have a place
stay since all the Charleston
Mattoon hotels are full," said
Campbell, director of the
arleston Chamber of Com-

merce. "Each year it seems as if
the need increases."
Operation Guest Room will
work like a "bed and breakfast "
Campbell said, with visitors paying
a fee to rent a room from a host's

private home for an evening.
Last year, approximately 80 couples were housed through Operation Guest Room, Campbell said.
She added approximately 80 application forms from tentative city

homeowners have been received
thus far by the Chamber of
Commerce.
However, like most area hotels,
Operation Guest Room has been
forced to make up a waiting list.

"It seems each year we have a
waiting list ," Campbell said.
"(Parents) may end up staying in
Effingham or somewhere up north,
and that's not so handy with all the
activities going on."
Practically all Charleston and
Mattoon motels have been completely booked for Parents
Weekend for months, and in some
cases, since last Parents Weekend.
"We've been booked (for the
upcoming Parents Weekend) since
before (Labor Day) holiday," said
Diana Murphy, desk clerk at the
Mattoon Holiday Inn, 300
Broadway Ave. "A lady was trying
to make reservations for Parents
Weekend in March, and we were
all booked up in November."

ward-winning cartoonist returns Wednesday
former Eastern student who
parlayed humorous views of
lege life into a successful
r as a free-lance cartoonist
I come back to campus
esday.
. Gene Myers, a 1972 graduwho penned Daily Eastern
•s cartoons such as "Catatonic
e" and "Sheldon Feldman,"
present a 7:30 p.m. lecture at
le Arts Center, where he will
about his career and cartoonas a profession.
e lecture and presentation of
ted Myers' works will be consored by Eastern ' s journaland art departments.
ournalism Chair John David
ed said Myers "had a real

understanding of college life"
while drawing his popular strips
for the News.
After graduating from Eastern
with a master's degree in fine
arts, MY,_ers , an Olney native,
moved to New Jersey to pursue
his free-lance career.
His cartoons have since been
published in Reader' s Digest,
Family Circle Esquire, Playboy,
TV Guide, Good Housekeeping
and McCall's.
Myers was also the 1986 recipient of the Scripps Howard
Charles M. Schulz Award for
Cartooning, one of the most prestigious national awards for strip
artists .
Myers has said that he equates
cartooning with creative writing except cartooning offers quicker
gratification.

~i\JG UP A
DO~M
MEAL.

FofZ.
'"A~rry

V. Gene Myers, a nationally renowned cartoonist, penned the above strip for The Daily Eastern News 15
years ago. Myers will come back to campus Wednesday for a 7:30 p .m. lecture at the Tarble Arts Center.
But before devoting all of his
His subject matter often con"That's what is universal about
efforts to free-lance work, Myers cerned residence hall food ser- the cartoons," Reed said. "Their
continued to publish cartoons in vices , faculty-student relations appeal stands up 18 years after he
The Daily Eastern News until and occasionally even illicit drug left school."
1978.
use.
.. · .... ~t; ., ~/
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OLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

EC SPORTS SHORTS
Telephone: 581-2821

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 10
ENTRY DEADLINES
On 1 Basketball (M,W) ...................................................... Mon.,
olleyball (M,W) ..................................................................Wed.,
Co-Rec Basketball ...............................................................Thur.,
acquetball Doubles (M,W,CR) .......................................... Wed.,
Cross Country Run (M;W) ..................................................Tues.,
*Enter "on the spot"

CO-REC BASKETBALL
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

15
17
18
24
30

ONE ON ONE BASKETBALL
his event will be held on Tuesday, Oct. 16 at 7:00pm on the Lantz Gym
ain floor.
·Individuals must pre-register at the Rec Sports Office with a valid
Student ID or Fae/Staff Rec card by Mon., Oct. 15.
-All registered individuals must report to the registration table on the
main floor by 7:00pm.
·A single elimination tournament will be held and the winner of each
game will be determined by playing one game to 11 baskets; must win
by two baskets.
COMPETITION CATEGORIES:
Men's under 6'
Men's 6' and over
Women's under 5'6"
Women's 5'6" and over
-Rules are available in the Rec Sports Office, Lantz 147.

Entries taken beginning Friday, Oct. 12 in the Rec Sports Office.
-Co-Rec leagues may be formed by obtaining a roster from the Rec
Sports Office. Roster limit is 20 players (10 men & 10 women).
Play begins Monday, October 22, 1990.

OFFICIALS MEETINGS
Officials meetings for Volleyball and Co-Rec Basketball will be held on
Wednesday, Oct. 10 at 6:00pm in the Lantz Club Room. All interested
individuals are encouraged to attend. These are paid positions!

TEAM MANAGERS' MEETINGS
VOLLEYBALL
All Volleyball team managers are urged to attend the team manager's
meeting which will be held on Thursday, Oct. 18 at 6:00pm in the Lantz
Club Room.
CO-REC BASKETBALL
All Co-Rec Basketball team managers are urged to attend tti'e team
manager's meeting which will be held on Thursday, Oct. 18 at 6:30pm in
the Lantz Club Room.

TIMEX FITNESS WEEK PRESENTED BY REEBOK

The Division of Recreational Sports will participate in the Timex Fitness
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Week Presemed by Reebok. Thefollo~ng prizes~ll be given ~ay
VOLLEYBALL
each day by a random drawing: 1 Timex Aerobics watch, 1 Timex Cross
Entries taken beginning Thursday, Oct. 11 at the Rec Sports Office.
Training watch, and 3 Timex Sport Sunglasses holders. At the end of
-Men's and women's leagues may be formed by obtaining a roster from the week, a drawing will be held from all of the individuals that participatthe Rec Sports Office. Roster limit is 12 players for men's and ed during the week to give away 2 pairs of Reebok shoes and 2 Uvex
women's leagues.
Sports Sunglasses.
-MATCH: Consists of best 2 out of 3, fifteen point games. (No time will *More information will be given in the next Rec Sports Shorts, and
be kept.)
inquiries may be directed to the Rec Sports Office.
More information is available in the Rec Sports Office.

Maestro Leonard Bernstein retires
NEW YORK (AP) - Maestro
Leonard Bernstein has stepped
down from the podium - perhaps
for the last time - because of a
lung tumor, emphysema and pulmonary infections, his publicist
said Tuesday.
Bernstein's doctor told the 72year-old musician to stop conducting and performing on the
piano, publicist Margaret Carson
said. The announcement appeared
to conclude a conducting career
that was by far the greatest by a
native-born American musician.
"Leonard Bernstein will hence-

forth devote his professional energies to composing, writing and
education," Carson said in a statement.
Bernstein's decision was met
with dismay in the music world,
especially at the New York
Philharmonic, which he directed
from 1958 to 1969.
"I receive this unfortunate news
in utter shock," said Zubin Mehta,
the Philharmonic's current music
director. "One of the finest features of my music directorship in
both New York and Israel was to
have Leonard Bernstein as laure-

ate conductor with both orchestras. And I know that both these
ensembles will miss him most fervently." Albert Webster, managing director of the Philharmonic,
said: "Leonard Bernstein has BEEN
the New York Philharmonic for
more than 45 years. We all will be
less for the loss of his magic
baton." "I think it's a devastation
for the whole music world and
certainly no less for Mr. Bernstein
himself," said Leon Fleisher,
artistic director of Tanglewood
Music Center.

EIU STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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-----------------If you need more space,
attach additional pages to form.

3-5 in Library Quad
Come and See:
The Shopping Cart 500
The Milk Shake Chug-a-lug
& Much More!!
*Rain Location Grand Ballroom

1111
0GRAND

0

OPENING

OCT. 10 -17

Sweetest
Day
..
Personal

D~~ii

The Daily Eastern News
10 words for $1.00
Each additional word-10 ¢
Color artwork is an additional $2. 00

Your message will appear Friday, Oct. 19th
DEADLINE IS TUES., OCT. 16 AT 2 P.M.

r-----------------------------------,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

1Address ______________________~
I

I Phone -------~-------Artwork _ _ _ _ __

:Message _______________________

• Hours M-P. 10 - 6 Sat. 9 - 5

Free Pizza
AND o

,-------------------------~

'-------------------------~

L-----------------------------------~

'"

C)

HOT DOGS

Dmwina;

sEl.lVED AU. DAY!

Merchandise 1st prl7.e $125 of merchandJse
Giveaways! 2nd prize $75 of merchandJse
AU DAY!
3rd prize $50 of merchandJse

O

Entertainment by 92 WEIC
Coles County's Newest Sporting Goods Store
Specializing In ...
• Sports Clothing
rf Athletic Equipment
'4 Custom Silkscreening
Athletic Shoes

•
•
•
•

Trophies
Monogramming
Greek Lettering
Embroidery

ENTIRE STORE 25°/o OFF
Heavyweight
Sweatshirts

LA GEAR SHOES

and Clothing

40°/o OFF

I

•

UNIYEASITY

CHARLESTON, llLINOIS

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION

1n

B)

UNIVERSITY

~s2~~oC?

Send your sweetie a

~--

II Name

Schedule
9 a.in. - Church
10:15 a.n1. - Sunday School
11:30 a.m. - Hog Roast
12 p.m.- 2 p.m. - Carnival and
Open House in Gym

Homecoming Games
Today

IYour moans and groans:

Phone

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
HOG ROAST and OPEN HOUS
Sun. October 14th

If You would like to attend.

Do you have any questions, concerns, complaints
or MOANS and GROANS?
If so, we, The Student Government, would like
to help you with them.
Just fill out the MOAN and GROAN form below
and drop it in the campus mail or bring it to the
Student Activities Office Rm. 201, University Union.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Name ·
I Address
L

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

Please call the church at 345-2823 by Fri., Oct. 12

MOAN and GROAN FORM

,
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Free LA GEAR
Volleyball
· w /Purchase

~

U~

$29.95
Get a Sweatshirt
for the Game!

flw--------4----------------------.
All Eastern and . I COUPON I
CharlestonJackets

$40.95

I

I

!Extra 10°/o off1

l_~:...~~:!_?___j~
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Cosentino, Ryan muddiest race yet
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The two
men who want to be secretary of
state already can claim the distinction of running in the nastiest
statewide race of 1990.
First. came disclosures that
Democrat Jerry Cosentino, now
state treasurer, obtained a six-figure loan for his struggling trucking
company from a bank that
received millions of dollars in state
deposits, and that he hired drivers
through an Indiana subsidiary set
up to shave employee-benefit
costs.
Recently, Republican Lt. Gov.
George Ryan has been haunted by
·reports that he eased several relatives onto state payrolls and channeled millions of dollars in state
business to a company owned by
two aides.
The only indictments issued
have been in campaign press
releases indignantly rehashing
news reports of the other candidate's alleged misdeeds. Each candidate has on several occasions
accused his opponent of breaking
the law, but each has denied doing
anything illegal or even improper.
So who started this mudfest?
Cosentino blames Ryan: "When I
put my name on the ballot, no way
did I know that George Ryan

would reach into the mud so bad
and make this race the kind of race
it is today. It makes you wonder
why anyone would want to be in
government."
Ryan pleads innocent: "I didn't
tell the story about Jerry Cosentino
and his trucking company. I
haven't come up with any phony
issues." But the real answer may
have more to do with the fact that
a pair of veteran politicians are
taking their best and possibly last
shots at higher office.
Ryan, 56, was in the running for
secretary of state once before, in
1980, when Democratic incumbent Alan Dixon moved up to the
U.S. Senate.
Then speaker of the Illinois
House, Ryan was passed over by
Gov. James Thompson in favor of
Jim Edgar, who at that time was
Thompson's legislative lobbyist.
Ryan wound up as Thompson's
running mate in 1982 and 1986
and sent up smoke signals this
year about running for governor.

But he concedes that he lacked the
money and political base to take
on Edgar.
Cosentino, 59, bucked the
Democratic hierarchy in 1978 to
win a term as treasurer, but he
passed up a re-election bid four
years later in favor of an unsuccessful effort to unseat Edgar.
He won a second term as treasurer in 1986 after another intraparty tussle. He was talked out of
running for governor by House
Speaker Michael Madigan and
accepted an uncontested nomination for secretary of state as his
consolation prize.
For an Illinois politician, the
post of secretary of state might
well be the next thing to being
governor. The office 's 4,000
employees and more than l 00
offices around the state provide a
strong framework for a political
organization.
Perhaps more important, the
incumbent enjoys almost complete
name recognition. The secretary of
state's name, after all, is on 7.3
milliqn driver's licenses, 8 million
vehicle registrations, 325,000 corporate registration documents and
a multitude of taxpayer-funded
mailings.

We Can Help You Party In Great Taste!!
Any time you need to feed a group of hungry people, serve them really good stuff.

50¢
BURGERS

40¢
FRIES

$2

Our Party and Meeting Menu includes:

PITCHERS

6 foot party subs• 2 foot party subs• 4 foot party subs

FRIENDS

JIMMY JOHN'S GOURMET SUBS CALL 345-1075
Jimmy Johns , Inc . 1990

IU DORM RENTAL

Extra

Extra

At

Now Weekends at
· ~RNIGiLER

RIG SPECIAL

Mini-Frig $25 til May '91
Jr. Maxi-Fria $29 til Mav '91

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC

All you can eat
Breakfast buff et

In Charleston -

EVERYTHING'S FREE

7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday only
(complete breakfast menu also)

FREE DELIVERY
Call ICE BOXER
1-800-336-6036
or 345-7083

fl~~
w_e Deliver
All Day

345-2466
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Italian Beef,
French Fries,
& Medium
Drink

$379

703 W. Lincoln

•• CARRY-OUT SPECIAL ••
:

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

:

: A Large (16") :
i Sausage Pizza !
:
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
••

$6.95

Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Week
Offer Expires 11/4/90

.

'

After six years of providing Eastern Students
with quality chiropractic care, we are we/com- _
ing the students back to school. To welcome
you back we are offering to perform our services on you first visit absolutely free with this
certificate! This includes consultation, exami·
nation, treatment, and X-rays if indicated. Call
NOW to schedule your appointment.

:
I
I
I
I

••I
I·
909 18th Street
Charleston
348-7515

PLEASE PRESENTTIIIS COUPON WHEN PICKJNG UP ORDER

••••••••••••••••••••

I
I
I
I
I
••

GANDOLFI CHIKOPRACTI€2115 18th St. Call 345·4065
* New Patients only,
Certificate must be presented on lst visit
Expires Oct 3l-1990

·- -·

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes ,
papers . Next to Monical's , 90318th St. MWF, 1-4 p.m .; T,Th, 9
a .m .-noon. Other times by
appointment. 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Microwave rentals. Carlyle
Rentals. 348-7746.
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _00

The Daily Eastern
News cannot be responsib I e for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately
at 581-2812. A corrected
ad will appear in the next
edition.
All classified advertising must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day 's publication.
Any ads processed after 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be cance I ed after the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised , rejected , or canceled at any time.

Mini storage rentals. 348-7746.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Attention Students! Are you tired
of getting towed away? Are you
tired of tickets? Off-campus parking available at a monthly rate .
Call 345-5022 between 8am &
6pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Typing-laser printer. $1 per page.
258-6840
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19
CHARLESTON COPY-X 201 Lincoln, 345-6313. RESUMES,
resume packages, typing copies,
typesetting, much more - LOW
PRICES, large selection of paper.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120-00
Typing. Work guaranteed. 3451489.

if for any reason it
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY

APARTMENT
RENTALS

SERVICES OfFERED
HELP WANilD

RIDES/RIDERS

ROOMMAns
FOR RENT

&.

FOUND

CLASSIFIED

Ao

k:

I@,

~

29 Hors d 'oeuvres
32 Portent
33 Squelched
34Adage
36 Operatic
offering by
14 Island or port
Gounod
now called
40 Male sheep , to
Xiamen
a Londoner
1s Marry on the run
41 Fluff, in
16 " Welcome
Frankfurt
- - ,·· Altman
42 Stem
film
43 Touch up old
17 Operatic
furniture
offering by
45 Domesticated
Pucc ini
European
20 Erne or eagle
polecat
21 Nerve networks 47 Genre
22 Morning
48 Type of scan
condensation
49 At right angles
23 Canadian
to a ship 's keel
Indians
52 Subject to
25 Shiny fabr ic
obligation

FORM

Students

D Yes

can

~

ACROSS

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dates to run

,,/),_A •

D No

Ad to read:

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge one day only
any event. All Clips should be submitted to the Daily Eastern N
office by noon one business day before date of event. Example:
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday
Sunday events.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be p
lished. No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
tains conflicting information will not be run .

This program works!
No investment needed.
l·S00-932-052s
Ezt. 50
1

57 Operatic
ottering by
Wagner
60 Succulent plant
61 Join
62 "To - - and a
bone .
Kip ling
63 Tear
64 Less feral
65 Racquets and
paddles

1 Gelid
s Broom made of
twigs
10 Bndge coup

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone:

$200

i'..41A .Aki

Eastern News

The

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

14 oz. glass

~

:»

ANNOUNCEMENTS

oany

Earn up to $1000 in ooe
week for your campus
organization.

~

Phone348-7746

FOR SALE
LOST

$1000~:.

~ Margaritas

From 2 to 4
People

ADOmoN

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

~

WANilD

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have Hotline tonig
at 9:00 p.m. on the 3rd Fl. Union. Hotline is a corporate prayer meeti
where students can present their prayer needs to God. Newcome
Always Welcome!
COLES COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE will have Walk for Life Sat.,
20th at 8:30 a.m. at Mattoon City Hall. It is our main fundraiser. F
more info. call Terri 348-5889.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have a student led devotive Co
munion Service tonight at 9:30 p.m. at the Wesley United Method'
Church. Everyone is welcomed to this half hour service, and invited
share in the Lords Supper without regard to church affiliation .
EISCCAP (Eastern Illinois Students and Community Concerned a
Peace) will have a meeting tonight at 6:1 O p.m . in the 3rd floor loun
Coleman Hall (by the Sociology Dept.) We will discuss the events
the Catalyst Environmental Conference held at U of I this past w
end.
PSI CHI will have a meeting tonight at 6:30 in the Psych. Lounge.
ZOOLOc;>Y CLUB will have a meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Rm. 20
Life Science Bldg. Dr. Eric Bollinger will speak on hatching asynchr
in the common tern: taking turns hatching ... everyone welcome.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA (Law Fraternity) will have a meeting today
3:00 p.m in CH 210 and Oct. 11 at 4:00 p.m. in CH 205. Many upco
ing events: Mock LSAT, Car wash , Mock trial - Get all the infer y
need Wed. or Thurs.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study & Fell
ship tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus House just south
Lawson Hall. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
BLACK STUDENT UNION Voting for Duke and Duchess will be
12. If you would like to vote for your friend or whom ever you thi
should be Duke and Duchess come out and vote during the Stepsh
in McAfee.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a Homecoming Dance Oct. 1
from 10 -2 a.m. in the Grand Ballroom. Come meet Eastern's first Du
& Duchess. Refreshments will be served. Semi formal. Ticket sold ·
advance Wed., Thurs ., & Friday. $4 per person and $5 at the door.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Communion Service toni
at 10 p.m. in the Newman Center. No Mass Tonight!!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Pomping the Float Oct. 10
11 from 7-10 p.m. at the Newman Center shed.

ATTENTION special couple wants to
give your baby a loving home. Give
your baby and us a chance. Attorney
involved. Call collect. Mary Ellyn and
Chuck. (708) 352-1656
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 10/11
Are you the answer to our prayers?
We are a young, very happily married
white couple who need your help to
make our family complete. We 're
unable to have a baby and want to
adopt. Medical and legal expenses
paid. Confidential. If you would like to
speak to us, please call Dixie & Scott
collect at (212) 724-9326.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/19

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
mo. Summer, Yr. round , All Countries, All fields. Free info . Write
IJC , PO Bx 52 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/ 19
Delivery driver wanted. Day and night
hours 7 days a week. Apply in person
at Subway between 2·5 p.m. Monday
- Friday. Must have valid Illinois driver 's license and proof of insurance.
Own vehicle required.

Reliable person needed to
babysit with two children 3 p.m.5:30 p .m. Call 348-8758 after
5:30 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/10

The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability

Addressers wanted IMMEDIATELY! No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! WORK AT HOME.
Call toll-free : 1-800-395-3283
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/25
D.J . for Hire: Must have knowledge of top 40, progressive, and
dance
music.
Experience
required. For info. call Bob 3457126, leave# and message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/ 12

Available Immediately: Hab Aide
positions caring individuals needed to work with developed mentally disabled adults. Full and
part-time
shifts available ;
evenings 3-11 and 11-7 weekends. Apply at 738 18th St. ,
Charleston , between , 9am and 4
pm M-F EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/ 17-00
Rhythm Guitarist - Saxophone
player looking for Band. Call Bob
345-9432
_ __ _ _ _ __ __ 10/9
Available immediately. Full-time
3-11. Individual to supervise staff
and developmentally disabled
clients in Residential facilrty. Must
be aggressive and self-motivated
with good planning and organizational skills. High School diploma
required. But one year of college
preferred. Inquire at 1738 18th St.
Charleston. Monday - Friday 8-4.
E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

DOWN

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
27 Home of the
Sun Devils
28 Abilene -to-Fort
Worth d ir.
29 Style of cooking
30 Glyceride is one
31 " Socrate"
composer
33 Reserved
35 Departed
37 Wolfe's · · - and the River "
38Verve

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _--'Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

OCash

D Check

D

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

Dream of Jeannie

44 Emulated Tai
and Randy
45 Dell denizen
46 Major ending
48"Le-·-de
Monte Cristo, "
by Dumas pere
49 Gelling agent
so Tree trunk

s1 Backward note?
52 Disfigure
53 Kind of bag
54 Halo
55 Pesky mite
56 Roe
sa Muffler's
menace
59 Gene material

en ezous

Night Court

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Unsolved

Baseball

Mysteries

Playoff

Growing Pains

Fanelli Boys

Doogie Howser

Dear John

Married People

Hunter

Cop Rock

Pool

Murder, She

Movie:

Wrote

Belle Le Grand

L.A.

Movie:

Race to ave
the Planet

Night

ina urner

Guns make

Molly Dodd

Andy Griffith

Moonlighting

Beyond2000

racey1Jllman
'Allo 'Allo!

rime
HardCopy

Tonight
.

Story

.. . .,
;

Combat!

the Night
ourt

Matt Helm
Late Night

in gs

Women of

News
iami Vice

Movie: A Kiss
Before Dying

The Take
Muscle Mag.

Law

rsenio
Movie
'

'

'

'

~

I

;

,

•
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o
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Invention

treats o
San Francisco
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room furnished apartment, 1
th, dishwasher, free laundry
. 1017 Woodlawn 348-7746.

,...,..,..-=--:--=----:~·00

le Spring Semester 2 bedflrnished apartment. 348-7746.
-..,..---;----:---;----:1217
leasors for Spring 1991
. House on 10th & Lincoln.
$150/month. 348-0878.
10/10
..,_roo_m_m-,at-e-ne-ed....,.ed--:-.-=-s.-::9th St.
Own room. $100, 1/3 utilities.
323. Leave message.
10/12
r:-so_r_n_e-ed-;-e--=d•-$=--=1-=so""'1:-m-o. Own
water included. Also 1/2 utili·7841 Leave message. Free
10/12

~-r-s-ne-ed_,.e-d""'fo-r"""'2....,.bd~r.house

ck from campus on 9th St.
. plus utilities. Call 345-5830
e message.
.-------=--:--=10/12
r own room Spring 91' sub. All utilities. 5 min. from cam348-8800

-::----:--:--:---7"1~7
per channel receiver loader
and green Iguana 3 ft long
lent health and tame $159
348-0442
8/30-00
""'H"'A,-;X-::;T;--:6c=070 """E"'"'N:;:-DU'""R='o. LOW
E, GREAT FOR CAMPUS,
GREAT, FAST. $900 345-

ROB.
1217

~B~EL~L~Y~P~IR~A"'"'N~HA~S~.~L7:ARGE

SMALL, WITH OR WITHOUT
$5 TO $75 345-1164 MIKE.
~-------1217

Yamaha RD 350 $450; Emerson 4Head VCR $150 OBO Must Selll
348-5871 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
1989 CAMERO RS T-TOPS Power
locks A/C cassette V-8 automatic
w/overdrive 100,000 warranty call
581-3231 AFTER 10 P.M. OR 3563229 $10,000 neg.
~~,.,.--,.,.~~~~9/10-00

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles
from $100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your
area. (1) 805-687-6000 Ext. S-9997
,..--~-~~--~10/19
Curtis Mathis HI-Fl camera VCR 19
in stereo monitor all remote $4000
new take $800. 348-5460.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
Realistic Logic controlled AM-FM
auto reverse car cassette $325 new
in box take $175. 348-5460.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
Round trip ticket anywhere in the
U.S. Call Karen 345-5862.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
Five piece beginner Drum Kit with
cymbals and hardware. $300 O.B.O.
Call Andy at 348-0699
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9-00
Realistic Mach two speakers Marantz
130W EQAMP Sankyo cassette deck
technics turntable $400. 348-5460.
,..----~--,---1217
Scooter 1987 Yamaha 80cc two
seater, low Mileage, economical $900
O.B.O. Call Todd 581-5926
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
Two Harness Loom $100. 345-2241
afters pm.
~-~~~-~-~1217
Dennon/JVC Stereo System $1500
and a Fisher 100 WATI Stereo System $1000. Call after 4:00 p.m. 3485350.
~-----,----1217
Braided rugs, oval and round, red,
blue, green $5-$15. Almost new rollbar w/driving lamps for mini-truck
$60. 345-2473 after 2 p.m.
,...,,..,,..,.....,,..,---,--..,.---,-,.,----,-,-1217
1980 Honda Accord Hatchback .
Runs. Body very rough. Good snow
and work car. $400 OBO. Leave
message 348-7841. FREE PUPPIES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

1985 Dodge Colt SE, Hatchback
$2400. 1988 Ford Escort 4 speed,
Low mileage, $3250. 345-9627
,.--,-=--..,..,--,..,-----,.--9/27-00
Harley Davidson Motorcycle Jacket.
Like new my price $190 OBO call
348-8781
--=-~--~-10/1-00
1982 Red Subaru 2DR. 4 speed.
$1,300. Call after 7:30 p.m. 345-9160
=-=~~---.,.--,.----10/2-00
BOSE 301 series speakers. 4 yrs. left
on warranty, $250, 581-3780..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/8,11
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles
from $100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your
area. 1-806<687-6000 Ext. S-9997
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
LEATHER JACKET, black, XL, top
brand, worth $400 new, 3 years old.
$250, call 348-8269
==o--=-~,....,.,,--,-....,...,..,..,.,-.,-10/11

FOR SALE: King sized 100% baffled
waterbed. Great shape. Comforter,
pad, 5 sets sheets. $125.00. 3453622.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/12

HELP LOST: one medium sized black
dog with tan paws and tan canvas
collar, chow mixed-breed, on east
side of Charleston Saturday.
Responds to "Izzy" Please call
348--0250 or 581-2812
-,-,=---------.,.-,-10/11
LOST: 2 rings in Lantz weight room
Wednesday, Oct. 3. Please return!
345-4820
~~-------10/11
LOST: Black cat w/white diamond
patch under neck. Please call 3457448.

H""'A..,..L.,-LO=w"""E=E=N'""c""'o""s=T~U'"'M=E-=RENTAL!

Huge adult selection - Very reasonable rates. 345-2617
ca10/8-11 ,15-18,22-25,29-31
TOKEN CHECK CASING REGISTRATION EXTENDED. WE CASH
PAYROLL, MONEY ORDERS, PARENTS, AUNTS, GRANDMAS. COME
IN AND REGISTER. TOKEN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_ _ _ca 10/3,4,8,10,12,15,17,19
Invite me to your next House Party Fund Raiser - Kegger. 345-2620 .
MAX'S MUNCHIES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
ROCS is now open for functions, parties, or group organizations with a
new look, new owner, and new deals.
Call Tim at 345-4097 or Chris at 3458616 for details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31
TOP OF ROCS IS BACK! NOW
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR PRIVATE
FUNCTIONS AND PARTIES. CONTACT TIM AT 345-4097 OR CHRIS
AT 345-8616.
10/31
A,-L~P.,..H.,..A=P""'H,-1A,-N~D-,D~E,-Lt~A,..S=l.,..GM~A PHI
= SPIRIT and a great HOMECOMING week. So let's knock'em dead.
The Delta Sigs.
10/10
L-,O~R,.-A"""'B,.-u=D.,..N,.-IK: H,-A~P~P-,Y_2_0t.,..h~BIRTH-

COBB'S PORTRAITS: Taking care of
all your school picture needs. "THE
OBVIOUS CHOICE IN SCHOOL
PHOTOGRAPHY." Call 345-6211 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/5,12

lvin and Hobbes
'fa\., '(OOR ~ f/S£f) lO
GC 1C ~~I &IT .ONCE.
'iO\J ~~~ ~LOOG, ~
~o 1t) STP..'( 1-™E.

Quick cash. Highest prices for jewelry, gold, silver, anything of value. The
Pawn Shop. 348-1011
1217
s=T=R=u""'T~Yo~u=R"""'s=T""u=F=F.,..I=R-en-tcostumes for EIU Homecoming Parade!
Choose from 3000 with groups available. By appointment 345-2617
GRAND BALL COSTUMES!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/12
SPRINGHAVEN: Camping, fishing,
mini golf, pedal boat, canoe. Rental:
pavilion, barn, camper, tent. Open
until Parent's Weekend. 4 miles E. of
Charleston. 345-7658.
ca10/12

DAY! We hope you have a GREAT
day. We'll celebrate this, weekend so be PREPARED! Love, your
Roomies.
10/10
Women's Basketball - Way to go ladies,
you made it through pre-season!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10

GEEK MAGNET HAPPY 20th
BIRTHDAY! Let's see what you can
attract this weekend! Love, Kinky and
The Short One. P.S. DO NOT CLEAN
YOUR ROOM!
-----~---10/10
Marty Harrison , Congratulations on
becoming an active Sigma Chil I
can't wait until this weekend! I Love
You, Marla.
.,......,,...---,-,----,,-.,..-,-=--,--10/10
Amber, Happy 21st! Time for girls'
night out without the pup. Just
remember your friends in low places.
Love, The Spaz.
~--=,---=-,...---""77...,.--c=-10/10
Delta Tau Delta and Alpha Gamma
Delta wished everyone a great homecoming! Let's go Greeks - show your
spirit!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
ADRIENNE SILENCE : You looked
beautiful last nightl Thank you for
representing us. Tau love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
Keith, Happy Birthday. I wish I was
old enough to celebrate with you.
Love, Vanessa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
DELTA TAU DELTA - We had so
much fun at the barbecue! Thanks so
much. Love, the ALPHA GAMS.
----,.,----,-,----,,.,-,-10/10
Jim Meese - Happy 21st Birthday! I
hope the Delta Sigs take it easy on
you tonight (NOT)! H.
----~,...-----.,.--10/10

Homecoming Spirit points will be
posted today at 4:00 p.m. in the Student Activity Center (201 University
Union.
~-,-,,.,.-,-.,,.------10/10
TRI-SIGMAS don't forget to bring
your ID's to Fun and Games at 2:30.
==-=-=..,..,..,.-.,..,,.,~..,.-,-,,.,.....,..,..10/10
TRI SIGMA and SIGMA NU, Keep up
the great work, let's pomp to a VICTORY.
-~-~-----10/10
My Dearest Michele S. I Love You
Forever! J.
10/10
s=1""G..,..M""'A...,K"'"A'"'P""P""'A_a_n_d,...S""'1""G.,..M""'A CH I
Pomp Party, Pomp Party, Pomp
Party, see you at the CLUB!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10

ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEED TO
·SELL ANYTHING!

by Bill Watterson
"'(~ M~'s JOB \.\ft.0 A \.OT
<::ti .S.mt<» N'-lO ~~'lft.T\OM

sa::. .

r---.r

GINA MAGGIO and NIKKI BAUMAN: You both looked so beautiful
last night! We are so proud - Love
your Sig Kap sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
Darla Davis, Happy 22nd! My you are
getting old! Sincerely, "do you want to
know?"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
Wendy Wilhelm, I am so proud of
you, and you are the best Alpha Gam
kid ever! Congrats on your publicity
office. Love in Alpha Gam & Mine,
Cassie.
...,.__--.,._ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
Mrs . Corkill, Congrats on getting
pinned to Brian. Keep in mind every
day brings the end of harvest closer.
Love You, Mrs. Tro
10/10
V'""A'""N=E=s=sA-FA""D=E=R"'"•""Yo,...u_w_e-re-a-beautiful Freshman Attendant last night!
You make us so proud! Tau love,
Your Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/10
To the lovely ladies of Alpha
Gamma Delta, Let's pomp! Let's
get psyched! Let's have a great
week! 9 in 90, 9 in 90! The men of
Delta Tau Delta.
10/10
T=h_e_w_o_m_e_n_o_f...,.A,.,LP=H.,..A,....,,.Sl'"'G.,..M~A TAU
would like to wish all sororities and
fraternities a safe and exciting Homecoming!
,-,-,..,,..,,.-....,.....,,.,.,.,---..,..---,-10/10
LAVIN and CHERRIN, Lock your
windows and bolt your door! This is
war! Love Downey and Banahan!
,-------,...----10/10
Rhyno, Duckie, Peanut, Awol ,
Twissle, Erika, Mom & Moj: I miss
you guys! How about a girls night
out? Tonight. You know the place!
Love, Nush.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
STUDENTS AGAINST MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS (SAMS) committee will
meet TODAY in the Union Walkway
at6:30p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
Epsilon Sigma Alpha WORLD
FOOD DRIVE Oct. 10 & 11 Coleman Hall 7:30 - 2. BRING CANNED
FOOD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
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THE SOLD AD!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for as long as it takes to
Find you a buyer!!*
•15 word SOLD AD is $8.25
• 20 word SOLD AD is $11.00
"The SOLD AO is available to any non..commerdal Individual who wishn to Mil an items or 11ems (mcu:. of 3 items). All items
musl be pnced and no changes may be made. Ad wil be canceled al the end ol the semesutr If buyttr is not found. Sorry. no
refunds.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone • _ _ _ _ _ __

0

15 words

0

20 words

Dates to r u n - - - - - - -

Message: (one word per line)

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Send your Sweetie a
Sweetest Day Personal
in the Daily Bastern News

Friday, Oct 19th
Deadline is
·Tuesday, Oct 16th
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BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
M
DOZEN RED ROSES

Robinson's record day has him
thinking football after Northern
CHICAGO (AP) - Stacey Robinson, who is a 6-1, 195-pound
Robinson is an NCAA record-set- senior.
He would be delighted to play
ting wishbone quarterback who
still thinks he can pass the test in for Los Angeles Raider coach Art
the NFL.
Shell for two reasons - Los
No one questions the Northern Angeles' mild weather and Shell is
Illinois QB ' s college credentials.
• the NFL's only black coach.
A criminology major, Robinson
Robinson set an NCAA record
for quarterbacks last year by rush- fell behind in his studies, but is
now doing better and is scheduled
ing for l ,443 yards.
On Saturday, he scored five to graduate in December 1991.
Wishbone features a lot of backtouchdowns and set an NCAA
quarterback rushing record of 308 field options, pitch outs and mainyards in Northern Illinois' 73-18 ly a ground game. And, Saturday's
rout of Fresno State, which had rout of Fresno State was wishbone
been undefeated and ranked No. at its finest.
24.
"It reminded me of the early
"There was no question about days of the wishbone at Oklaour chances of winning, but this homa, Alabama and Texas," said
big? I didn't think there was even Robinson's coach, Jerry Pettia chance of it," Robinson said bone.
The 73 points were the most in a
Monday.
Despite his wishbone back- Division I game this year. The
ground, he thinks he can make it in Northern Illinois record is 114
points against Wheaton in 1912.
the pass-dominated NFL.
"I think I'm suited for the run"Teams we play are downfield
and-shoot offenses, but I'm flexi- passing teams," said Fresno State
ble. I could play on special teams coach Jim Sweeney. "I don't know
and be a running back," said how we could have underestimat-

~

I ~

ed Stacey Robinson, but we did."
As a sophomore, Robinson got
only 21 snaps playing behind
Marshall Taylor, who rewrote
Northern Illinois record books
before Robinson took over.
Robinson also was a stranger to
the wishbone before he came to
NIU in DeKalb. He quarterbacked
Danville High School into the state
playoffs his junior and senior
years.
"We had the wing-T, which is
similar to the wishbone," said
Robinson, who was recruited for
both basketball and football.
In basketball, he averaged 19
points a game as a forward his
senior year at Danville High.
He choose football and Northern Illinois because of Pettibone.
"It was because he was a
Christian coach, and he showed
more concern for me and my family than the other coaches did,"
Robinson said.
Robinson learned Pettibone's
system quickly and thoroughly.

Holtz says chances at title are gone
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz, still
smarting from the Irish loss to
Stanford, turned his eyes toward
Air Force and away from his
hopes for a second national championship.
"As far as I'm concerned, that's
a dead issue," Holtz said Tuesday.
"The only chance we had was to
go l l-0 and play anybody else
that went l l-0. Here, you aren't
going to win it with a loss."
Stanford (2-3) knocked Notre
Dame from the No. l ranking last
week to No. 8 after Tommy
Vardell rushed for his fourth 1y ard touchdown and the final
score of the Cardinal 36-31 victo-

ry. Irish quarterback Rick Mirer's
pass slipped off Derek Brown ' s
fingertips as time ran out.
Notre Dame (3-1) plays Air
Force (3-3) Saturday.
Holtz appeared revived from
the Stanford shock, but admitted
he and the team haven't had
enough time to recover.
"I handle losses very poorly. I
think that's a known fact," he said.
"But you don't have time to shake
it, and you have to shake it." Holtz
refused to second-guess his decision to play tailback Ricky
Watters and receiver Adrian
Jarrell on punt returns against
Stanford in place of the injured
Raghib Ismail. Watters and Jarrell

fumbled away three punts, and the
Cardinal converted two into
touchdowns.
"If I had to do it over again, I
wouldn't send anybody (deep),"
he said.
The Irish began the season
ranked No. 2, then moved into the
top spot after a 28-24 victory over
Michigan and Miami's 28-21 loss
to Brigham Young.
Irish fans were bracing for the
Oct. 20 game against No. 3
Miami. The matchup was pivotal
in Notre Dame's 1988 national
championship season, when the
Irish beat Miami, and .in the
Hurricane's 1989 championship
year, when they beat Notre Dame.
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$14.95WRAPPED
FOOTBALL MUM CORSAGE

$3.00
cash-n-carry
1335 MONROE

M
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345-3919
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WEDNESDAY
AT TED'S

~

........ ·····s·Tll·E-TTO·.-.-........

~

Rock N Roll Show
from Champaign
with AWESOME FEMALE SINGER
Song by AC/DC, Bad Co.,
Foreigner, Guns and Roses, Winger,
Journey, Led Zeppelin & More!

Admission $1 (8-1 Ow/coupon)
'I. ........•..........•.••••••...•....•••••••. "'

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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••
ELKRACKERS
••
is THE OJVLY
••
PLACE FOR
••
•• LADIES NIGHT
LADIES NO COVEKI
•••
*PLUS*
•••
••• 50¢ KAIL DRINKS
:• ALL JVIGllT •FOR EVERYOIVEI
• W.E PROUDLY S.ERV.E 80 PROOF OR B.EIT.ER LIQUORS
•

·······~··························

Send your sweetie

Sweetest Day
Personal

a~

,.....~~I

in The Daily Eastern News
Your message will appear
Friday, Oct. 19th

On the Square
Charleston, IL

DEADLINE IS TUES., OCT. 16 AT 2 P.

Wednesday
Lienenkugel's
Pitchers

•

$ 2. 50
ALLDAY

iiiiiiiii

VISA

~···········································••IQ

!
!

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
AT HOOTR'S

11TR'
S
.
i
i•

.i•

50¢ 16 oz. Drafts
$1.00 Wine Coolers

~

·~

Where friends of a feather flock together!

~

!
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i
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.............................................~
Ladies Night

Cherry, Peach, Blackberry
& Apricot Sours
&

20 Drafts

$1 QQ

U.S. Bureau of Labor SrariJrics:
Career opportunities for podiatrist• will ~row 77 percent by the
y~r 2000, fdulting from the aging of America and lqiions of
ov.:rrun joggcn<.

Check us out I
Career Open House
Saturday, October 13th

1 - 4 PM
Call Toll Free 1-800-843-3059
for Information & ·to register

COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
0

=
-uli

Live D.J. No Cover
ROMANS Have Returned
with "Super Draft Night"
D.J. & No Cover on Thursdays
Live Band Fri & Sat
1001 North Dearborn Street · •

Chic~go,

IL 60610
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'stake 3-0 series lead with 4-1 win
STON (AP) - If this all seems familiar, it
Oakland A's are winning with ease, and
the verge of another sweep.
the third straight game, Boston took its
tory early lead Tuesday. And for the third
t game, the Athletics came back to win with home runs, but by combining singles
Red Sox mistakes for a 4-1 victory.
dlie Randolph, filling in for injured Walt
s, hit a pair of RBI singles and Dave
erson, the new Mr. October, made the
of his first start with a sacrifice fly as the
etics took a 3-0 lead in the American
playoffs.
previous 17 teams that took a 3-0 edge in
son went on to win, 13 by sweeps. The
·cs will get their chance Wednesday when
send Dave Stewart against Roger Clemens
atch of Game l starters.
Athletics, who swept Boston in the 1988
sand won last year's World Series over
cisco in four straight games, have now
nine in a row in the postseason. The Red
have lost nine straight, and their seventh
utive playoff defeats seta new record.
e Moore, who struggled all season, shut
Boston on one run on four hits for six
gs. Oakland's bullpen then extended its
less streak to 6 2-3 innings in the series,
Dennis Eckersley pitching the ninth for his
save.
e Boddicker pitched well in defeat as the

Red Sox again wasted another strong effort by a
starter. Boddicker gave up just six singles, but
three errors, three walks and two hit batters hurt
him. In this game, Boston's bullpen didn't get a
chance to blow it.
The Red Sox were 56-21 when scoring first
in games during the regular season, but are 0-3
in the last week. Tom Brunansky's sacrifice fly
put Boston ahead in the second, but the Red Sox
could not extend it; instead, they extended their
hitless streak with runners on base to 17 at-bats
in the series.
Henderson's sacrifice fly and Randolph's single in the fourth put Oakland ahead and the
Athletics added two more in the sixth on an
error by shortstop Luis Rivera and another by
catcher Tony Pena, who had the ball jarred
loose from his mitt by Terry Steinbach.
The Athletics still have not hit a home run Boston's Wade Boggs has the only one of the
series. Of Oakland's 32 hits in the series, 29 are
singles, and they have been enough.
Maybe if this game had been back at Fenway
Park, it might have been different.
Jody Reed hit the second pitch of the game
three feet foul at the 330-foot mark in left field at Fen way, it might have stayed fair and
bounced off the wall. Reed later hit a long drive
that would have been off the Green Monster,
but instead was caught.
From the start, the crowd sensed another A's
victory. Oal<land was 51-30 at home this year,

so it wasn't so unexpected.
By the sixth inning, the fans were chanting
"Sweep! Sweep!" Later in the inning, when
Red Sox manager Joe Morgan came out to the
mound to talk to a troubled Boddicker, many in
the crowd pointed at Boston's beleaguered
bullpen and jeered.
The Athletics' second straight victory by a 41 margin increased its scoring edge in the series
to 17-3. Oakland has also outhit the Red Sox
32-19.
Those numbers sound impressive, and they
are. But the dominance they also indicate is
misleading.
The Red Sox have not been blown out. They
led 1-0 into the seventh inning of Game l and
were down only 2-1 after seven innings in
Game2.
This time, Boston brought the tying run to
plate in the eighth, but Mike Greenwell flied to
deep center field on Rick Honeycutt's first
pitch, ending the inning with two runners on
base.
Harold Baines, who drove in three runs in
Game 2, scored two in this one. After Jose
Canseco led off the fourth with a single, Baines
singled and they pulled a double steal as Mark
McGwire struck out.
Henderson, playing in place of Willie
McGee, tied it with a fly ball and Randolph singled with two outs.

incinnati takes 3-1 lead with 5-3 win
ITTSBURGH (AP) - The
· nati Reds' potent combinaof power, pitching and defense
them one victory from their
World Series in 14 years.
e Reds beat the Pittsburgh
s 5-3 Tuesday night to take a
lead in the National League
When we were going good
in the season this is how we
games," manager Lou Piniella
'The Pirates came back from
3-1 down in 1979 so I'm sure
' fans know it can be done.
But we're in the position we
t to be." The Reds can win their
NL pennant since 1976 - when
were known as the Big Red
hine - on Wednesday night if
,.bander Tom Browning can beat

22-game winner Doug Drabek in
Game5.
Chris Sabo, in a 2-for-13 slump,
snapped a 2-2 tie with a two-run
homer in the seventh inning off
Bob Walk, the winner in Game 1 at
Cincinnati. Jose Rijo, the Reds'
ace, pitched like it Tuesday night as
he gave up six hits and three runs in
seven-plus innings.
"Lou and (coach) Tony (Perez)
worked with me on my swing
before the game," Sabo said. "It
was just a little adjustment." Jay
Bell chased Rijo when he led off
the eighth inning with a home run
to make it 4-3. Randy Myers finished the eighth but he wasn't quite
as nasty as usual.
After Myers got Andy Van Slyke
to fly out, Bobby Bonilla hit a hard

drive off the center-field wall just
above the glove of Billy Hatcher.
Eric Davis came over from left
field to field the carom and made a
terrific one-hop throw to nail
Bonilla trying to stretch it into a
triple. Barry Bonds followed with a
single and stole second, but Sid
Bream struck out leaving the
Pirates 5-for-34 with runners in
scoring position in the series.
"Bonilla's ball looked like a Jiron going out there," Piniella said.
"Davis made a great play in being
alert to get to the ball." It's not really a surprise, though. Davis is a
Gold Glove winner in center field
who moved over to left in August
to rest his sore knees.
"This team can win in a lot of
ways and I think we 're getting hot

again at the bat," Davis said. 'This
could be fun." Rob Dibble came on
in the ninth and shut down the
Pirates for the third save in the
series by the relievers known as
The Nasty Boys. Pittsburgh is Ofor-15 against Dibble with l 0
strikeouts. In 12 1-3 innings against
Myers, Dibble and Norm Charlton,
the Pirates have scored one run and
struck out 15 times.
"Everytime we got in hot water
this season we came out of it," said
Bonds, who is in a 5-for-39 slump.
Bonds better not count on the
Nasty Boys throwing the Pirates
any life jackets.
"If we have the lead by the sixth
inning the Pirates start thinking
about us," Dibble said. "But
Drabek won't be easy to beat."
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es that were made because
are young."
stem outshot Western 16-6
couldn't cash in on its oppor. ·es.
e controlled the majority of
game," Mosnia said. "They
ke in a couple of times, but
was it."
Bruce Wade put Western on
2-0 when he took a pass from
O'Brien and put the ball into

the back of the net at 54: 37.
Janovich cut the Leatherneck
lead in half at 76:50 when he
scored the first of his two unassisted goals. He later closed out
the scoring with his third goal of
the year to send the game into
overtime.
"We played a lot better,"
Mosnia said. "George is almost
back to normal. He doesn't quite
have his feel back yet. He hustled
and scrambled."

The teams couldn't score in the
overtime periods, so Eastern will
remain in first place atop the
MCC standings at 3-0-1.
Mosnia added that Eastern
received some inspired play from
freshman fullback Vinko Kucinic.
"Vinko played quite well,"
Mosnia said. "He was very effective and gave us a spark in the
second half. Jim Davidson also
did a good job for us."
Eastern moved to 4-6-1 overall,

while Western has an identical
overall mark but is 1-0-1 in the
MCC.

ffs.

Mid-Continent Conference Standings

EASTERN
Western
Northern
Cleveland St.
Akron
UW-Green Bay
lllinois·Chicago
Valparaiso

MCC

Overall

3-0-1
1-0-1
3-1-0
2-1-0
1-1-0
2-3-0
1-4-0
0·3-0

4-6·1
4-6-1
7-4-1
6-4-2
5-4-1
4-9·0
1-8-0
4-7·1

Hull, Blues
top Penguins
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Geoff Courtnall tapped in a pass from Adam
Oates for his second goal of the
game with 5:18 to play, giving the
St. Louis Blues a 4-3 victory over
the Pittsburgh Penguins on Tuesday
night.
Courtnall was waiting at the right
side of the net and Oates made a
perfect feed as the Blues capped a
wild finish. Brett Hull also had two
goals and Oates had three assists
for the Blues, who are 8-1-1 against
the Penguins over the past four seasons.
The Penguins tied the score 3-3
on Joey Mullen's spinning backhander with a defender draped over
him and 8:57 remaining.
With the Blues' Scott Stevens
off for holding, Mullen led a rush
down ice, spun and, with Dave
Lowry hanging on him, put a backhander past rookie goalie Curtis
Joseph.
Hull's second goal of the game
during a two-man advantage with
10:51 to go broke a 2-2 tie. Penguins goalie Frank Pietrangelo
stopped Cliff Ronning twice from
the right side of the net during the
power play but Hull flipped in a
feed from Oates.
Mullen and Bob Errey scored
second-period goals to bring the
Penguins back from a 2-0 deficit.
The Penguins were held to two
shots in the first period but Mullen
put a rebound shot between
Joseph's legs for his third goal at
9: 17, cutting the Blues' lead to 2-1 .

Boghossian
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bly be in danger. Who knows?
But that's just it - right now',nobody knows what happened
except for Olson, Mowatt and a
handful of others. And until that
truth comes out, this controversy will continue.
For the moment, people will
keep on making comments
either for or against Olson - the
supposed "classic bitch." But
the smart thing to do would be
to remain neutral on the topic
until the investigation is completed and a decision is made.
I'm not saying it's wrong for
Pietzman to stand up for what
he believes in - in fact, I give
him credit for his efforts.
But judging a person from
something you hear or read
before the real truth is found is
wrong - and that's the truth.

- Chris Boghossian is the
sports editor of The Daily
Eastern News.
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Boaters battle to 2-2 tie
BY R.J. GERBER
Staff writer

THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor

Junior quarterback Lee Borkowski throws the ball during drills
Tuesday during pratice in Lantz Fieldhouse .

$.trong defensive game
shows the "D" is back
BY CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Sports editor

The defense is back, or at
least it's on its way.
In Eastern's 27-17 victory
over Western Illinois Saturday
in Macomb, the defense held
Western to just 151 yards overall and only 45 yards in the air.
Not bad for a unit that a
week earlier gave up 28 points
and 417 yards, including 220
passing, in Eastern's loss at
Illinois State in the Gateway
Conference opener.
In that game, three big plays
did the Panthers in, especially
two short passes that turned
into 78-and 45-yard touchdown
plays. Big plays also hurt the
Panthers' chances a week earlier in their loss to Murray State.
But Saturday, the only big
play that the Leathernecks
made was on special teams,
when Joe Allen ran a blocked
field goal 56 yards for a touchdown.
"The big play was our nemesis for two weeks in a row,"
said defensive coordinator
John Smith, who is in his
fourth year at Eastern. "I think
I started to press a little bit
against Illinois State, I tried to
make too many things happen.
"But I wasn't getting concerned because we have great
athletes that were giving a
great effort on the field, and as
a coach, that's all you can hope
for."
Smith said his greatest_concern was in the players' confidence level.
"As far as confidence, I was
starting to get concerned," he

said. "Then getting down 14-0
Saturday (at Western), (the
players) could have been thinking that they weren't any good
- they could have folded the
tent.
"But they didn't. They battled back and kept them out.
I'm not saying we're there we've still got some weaknesses. But our confidence level is
there. They know that they can
line up and beat people."
Going into last Saturday's
game against the Leathernecks,
the defense was averaging
362.6 yards against per game
and 21.4 points against per
game. But on Saturday, things
changed, and one reason was
linebacker Mike Settles.
Settles, a junior, made his
first start as a Panther in place
of an injured John Noll. Noll,
who was recovering from a
knee injury, was the team's
leading tackler at the time with
66.
Settles filled in right where
Noll left off, recording 14 tackles and earning the Gateway
Conference Defensive Player
of the Week honors. Smith said
he wasn't surprised with
Settles' play.
"I think that the game plan
was set up in the way to feature him," Smith said. "It was
his job to find the football and
nit it on the mark. We knew he
could do it, and he did it.
"His only setback is that
he's limited in the passing
game, but (Saturday), he also
played the pass very well. So if
there was a surprise, it's in
how he played the passing
game."

Eastern' s soccer team extended
its unbeaten Mid-Continent
Conference streak to 19 games .but just barely.
The Panthers battled to a 2-2
deadlock with host Western
Illinois Tuesday in Macomb.
Eastern tied the game with just
more than a minute to go on
sophomore forward George
Janovich's second goal of the
game.
The game was played in miserable conditions.
"The field was in terrible
shape," Panther coach Cizo
Mosnia said. "It was cold, wet
and windy. The conditions
favored Western."
Mosnia said that the team
decided to make the trip to
Macomb because it would have
been difficult to reschedule , and
Eastern wanted to play.
Western opened the scoring at
the 20:51 mark when Paul
Berglund took a pass from Scott
Biason and put the ball by
Panther goalie Dave Middleton to
put Western ahead 1-0.
"It bothered me how they
scored, " Mosnia said. "On the
first goal nobod·y picked the man
(Berglund) up and he was all
alone in the box. We made some
•Continued on Page 11
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Freshman fullback Vinko Kucinic drives upfield with the ball duri
the Panthers' contest with Valparaiso Friday at Lakeside Fie
Eastern tied Western 2-2 Tuesday in Macomb .

Olson's locker room incident
over-exposes the bare truth
Over the last few weeks,
football fans and others
around the nation have been
over-exposed to a locker
room controversy involving
several players on the New
England Patriots and a
Boston sports reporter.
Lisa Olson, a reporter for
the Boston Herald, alleges
that when she was conducting an interview after a Chris
Patriot game on Sept. 17, Boghossian
the Patriots' Zeke Mowatt
came up to her and exposed
himself, while "three or four" other players whom
she couldn't identify either did the same thing or
made lewd remarks.
Olson filed sexual harassment charges against
Mowatt and the others, and since, nearly every
newspaper and television station in America has
published or aired a story on the incident.
NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue soon after
ordered an investigation on the incidt<nt. The results
of the investigation are not yet complete.
On "NFL Live" Sunday, Bob Costas reported that
Olson said she had received death threats and that
she had to leave the country temporarily.
I promised myself that I wouldn't write anything
on this topic, mostly because the media have already
pushed this story to death - they've over-exposed
the exposure incident - pushed it to the limit. So
much so that even Mike Royko, the well-known
columnist of The Chicago Tribune. did a piece on
the issue, although he usually stays far away from
topics in the sports world.
But on Tuesday, I received a phone call from an
Eastern student. It was the same Eastern student that
had called me on the previous Thursday and a week
before that.
Criss Pietzman, the student who has been calling
me at least once a week for the last three weeks, told
me what he and other Eastern students thought of
Olsen. Pietzman's words were along the same lines
of what Patriot owner Victor Kiam called her - a
''classic bitch."

Kiam has since apologized, but others, inclu
Pietzman, have continued to jump on (not liter
Olson with crude comments and, as she said
weekend, she has had numerous death threats.
Pietzman told me that more than 600 Eastern s
dents have signed a "petition" against Olson,
Tuesday said he and about 50 others were going
hold a "rally" in the Library Quad Wednesday a
noon for the same reason.
The first time Pietzman called, I really di
know much about the topic. I had heard about it,
I didn't know all that was involved, so I looked i
it.
The NFL allows all reporters - regardless of se
into the locker room to do post-game intervie
There is a 10-minute "cooling-off period" t
allows the athletes to shower and get dress
although most of the athletes are still in that pr
after the I 0 minutes have expired.
At first, I too was upset with Ms. Olson. So w
if she sees some of the athletes naked - that's part
her job. She has to go in and do her interviews i
locker room after a football game, and she sho
realize that seeing a naked man after a game j
might happen.
Kiam was right in calling her what he did
thought at that time.
But then I looked more closely at what exa
Olson accused Mowatt and the other athletes
doing. She said that they planned the ''event" just
harass her, and that they stuck their "members"
her face, all the time yelling rude and embarrass'
comments.
Now that's what Olson alleges is the truth. An
what she said is true, then she is in the right,
Mowatt and the others should be punished for
actions.
I can see playing a little joke on her, but if
did what she said they did. that's taking it a little
far.
But if Olson is lying, then she should be punish
for causing such a controversy that could affect
entire future of the Patriot organization. Alrea
people in the organization are going to lose th
jobs - Kiam promised that. Olson's life could poss
• Continued on Page 11

